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Party switching has become a major feature of Indian politics in recent years as party boundaries have become extremely porous. Party switching has often been attributed to the ambitions of opportunistic leaders to gain access to power or ideological/policy differences within a party forcing certain leaders to exit parties, or due to mixed motivations. However, to fully explain the increased frequency of party switching, we may have to examine the party systemic factors that encourage party switching. The presentation would examine some such factors: greater ideological convergence of parties, especially in the domain of economic policy, which makes party switching agreeable; high electoral volatility, which means unstable and ephemeral party attachments among the people; electoral laws that deny freedom to individual representatives to differ with the party leadership, making exit as the only option in case of disagreement; lack of inner party democracy; fluidity of political condition; low institutionalization of parties; and the moral dilemmas for leaders as in the system of centralized and personalized political power at the top they can deliver the welfare benefits for their supporters only when they are in power of access to the holders of power.
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